
ELANTRA



The answer is you.
Stand strong. Have faith in yourself,

then see your true strengths unleashed. 



Immersive Interface 

A full color cluster display and navigation screen (both 10.25”) deliver a fully immersive space and a seamless, 

integrated panoramic view, tilted 10 degrees toward the driver for easier control and a high-tech feel.

64 Color Mood Lamp

Elantra’s 64 color ambient mood lamp makes driving at night even 

more exceptional.

BOSE Premium Sound System

Elantra’s 8 high-performance speakers deliver precise, powerful 

sound, ranging from low- to high-pitched tones at volumes that 

adjust according to the speed of your vehicle.

Most sensuous.
The Immersive Interface cocoons the driver like a cockpit that surrounds the pilot, 

offering easier control and an enveloping , advanced driving experience.



Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist

If the preceding vehicle suddenly slows down, or if a forward collision risk is detected, such as 

a stopped vehicle or a pedestrian in front, it provides a warning. After the warning, if the risk 

of collision increases, it automatically assists with emergency braking. While driving, if there 

is a risk of collision with a cyclist, it automatically assists with emergency braking. If there is a 

risk of collision with an oncoming vehicle while turning left at an intersection, it automatically 

assists with emergency braking.

Smart Cruise Control

Smart Cruise Control helps maintain distance from the vehicle ahead and drive at a speed, set by the driver. 

The vehicle stops automatically and starts automatically if the vehicle in front starts in a short time. 

If a period of time has elapsed, start again by pressing the accelerator pedal or operating the switch.

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist

When operating the turn signal switch to change lanes, if there is a risk of collision with a 

rear side vehicle, it provides a warning. After the warning, if the risk of collision increases, 

it automatically controls the vehicle to help avoid a collision.

Driver Attention Warning

Displays the driver's attention level while driving. Provides a warning when signs of driver 

inattentiveness are detected, and recommends a rest if needed. The driver should stop and 

park in a safe place and get plenty of rest before driving. During a stop, the driver is alerted if 

the leading vehicle departs.

Lane Following Assist

Detects lane and vehicle ahead on the road with a front view camera on the front 

windshield, and assists the driver's steering to help keep the vehicle centered between 

the lanes.

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist

If there is a risk of collision with an oncoming vehicle on the left or right side while 

reversing, it provides a warning. After the warning, if the risk of collision increases, 

it automatically assists with emergency braking.



Features

Basic Audio System 10.25" Navigation Display8" Display Audio System 10.25" Full Color Cluster Display

Manual Air Conditioner Ventilated Front SeatsDual Full Auto Air Conditioner

Exterior Sideview Mirrors
(heated, power folding, LED turn signal indicators)

Electronic Parking BrakeLED Rear Combination LampBulb Rear Combination Lamp Memory System For Driver’s SeatLED + Bulb Rear Combination Lamp

Black Radiator GrilleLED HeadlightsProjector Headlights

15" Alloy Wheel15" Steel Wheel & Wheel Cover 16" Alloy Wheel 17" Alloy Wheel



Colors
Interior colors

Exterior colors

Amazon Grey Intense BluePolar White Electric Shadow Lava Orange Fiery RedFluid Metal Phantom BlackCyber Grey

M/Grey mono

Natural Leather + Woven

Melange + Light grey

Black mono

Natural LeatherTricotWoven

Natural LeatherTricotWoven

Natural LeatherTricotWoven

M/Grey mono + Beige(seat)

Specifications

Unit : mm, Wheel tread is based on 15" tires, and the number in parenthesis is based on 17" tires.

1,593(1,579)
1,825

Wheel Tread 
Overall Width

1,604(1,590)
1,825

Wheel Tread 
Overall Width

Overall Height

1,430

2,720
4,675

Wheelbase
Overall Length

Type Smartstream G1.6 Smartstream G2.0 Gamma 1.6 MPi

Engine type DOHC DOHC DOHC

Displacement (cc) 1,598 1,999 1,591

Max. Power (ps / rpm) 123/6,300 159/6,200 127.5/6,300

Max. Torque (kg·m / rpm) 15.7/4,500 19.5/4,500 15.77/4,850

Brakes

Front Ventilated Disc Type

Rear Drum Type, Solid Disc Type

Suspension

Front MacPherson strut type

Rear Coupled torsion beam axle

Tire

17″( 225/45R17), 16″(205/55R16), 15″(195/65R15)

Dimensions

Head room (mm) Front/Rear 989(1,030) / 947

Leg room (mm) Front/Rear 1,074 / 964

Shoulder room (mm) Front/Rear 1,434 / 1,412

● Above values are based on internal testing results and are subject to change after final validation.
● Model specification may vary depending on sales region and country.
● Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalog may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
● Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.  
● The color plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colors due to the limitations of the printing process.
● Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trims.
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